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Court Delivers ’Humbug Decision
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Judiciary announced yesterday that it will recommend that
Student Council rescind its allocation of $100 for use in providing
refreshments during the annual
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony
Wednesday. The reason cited is a
"possible violation of the separation of church and state."
Chief Justice Steve Thomas
stated however, that the Judiciary
does not feel secure in stating
whether the ceremony is, in fact,
such a violation. It feels that "the
general policy of SJS is one that
tends to avoid any possible violation of this principle" and such
policy should apply to the council.
The "humbug decision" came
after an initial request from Graduate Representative Phil Whitten

had been investigated and presented to the Judiciary for interpretation. Whitten stated earlier
that if ASB Is going to provide
funds for the Tree Lighting Ceremony, a Christian religious celebration, it should also do the same
for Jewish and Buddhist holidays
as well.
In speaking for the Judiciary,
Thomas explained that the complaint is valid. "Even if ASB supports all religious holidays it will
not represent the atheists," he said.
All ASB funds come from compuLsory contributions by the student body at registration.
There are some technical aspects of ASB Judiciary power,
however, which complicate the decision. The Judiciary has only the
right to interpret the ASB Constitution. Because it is not a civil
court, it has no jurisdiction over

Psychologist Dr. Rollo May
Speaks Monday on Sex, Love
Award-winning psychologist and
author Dr. Rollo May, will speak
on "Dilemmas in Sex and Love In
Our Culture," at 12:30 p.m. Monday in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
marking his second visit to SJS.
Admission is free and open to the
general public,
Dr. May was on campus last
December as part of the Forum
Series Lectures. His appearance
this year again is part of SJS’
continuing lecture series, sponmired by the College Union Board
and the ASB.
He will speak on "Personal Idenlily In an Anonymous World" at
the Christmas Star banquet, spon-

sored by Roger Williams Fellowship at 5:30 p.m. Sunday, in Grace
Baptist Church, 10th and San Fernando Streets.
Tickets to the banquet, available at $2 per person, may be
purchased in front of the Cafeteria
or at the New Wineskin, 10th and
San Fernondo streets. Reservetions may be made by calling
295-2035.
Dr. May received an A.B. degreat from Oberlin College in 1930,
a B.D. cum laude, from Union
Theological Seminary in New York
City in 1938, and a Ph.D. summa
cum laude, from Columbia University in 1949.

federal or state documents. "The
actual violation of church and
state separation is a matter that
continually tests the abilities of
the highest court in the land,"
Thomas said.
In regards to the ASB Constitution, Thomas explained, "We do
not find any provisions that delegate jurisdiction In this area to

very well begin its beauty facial
were it not for the extra funds
needed to get the project rolling.
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton, head of the Campus Planning
Committee, explains, "We now are
waiting for the State College Department of Finance go-ahead.
This will come only after an affirmative vote from that department’s Public Works Board."
The Tower Hall project has met
with more than its share of headaches ever since its inception.
Originally approved last March,
the project was to be completed
by late summer or early fall. A
delay was caused, however, due
to insufficient funds.
After the first bids were submitted earlier this year, no firm
was awarded the contract due to
the huge gap between the college’s

Wagner Chorale
Concert Tomorrow
Roger Wagner and his Chorale
will appear in an Invitation to the
Arts concert tomorrow at 8:15
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The chorale making its eleventh
tour of the United States is sponsored by the College Union Program Board and the Associated
Students.
Admission is free for students
and faculty and $2 for others.
Tickets are available in the Student Affairs Business Office.
The chorale will perform "Ave
Maria," "Hodie Christus Natus
Est," "Requiem," "Holy, Holy,"
"The Promised Land of Living,"
"Stomp Your Foot" and excerpts
from "Porgy anl Bess."
Roger Wagner, founder and director of the chorale, was born
in LePuy, France, son of the organist of the great cathedral ot
Dijon.
With a madrigal group of 12
voices, Wagner trained a larger
group, which in 1947, became the
Roger Wagner Chorale. Within two
years the chorale was nationally
(Continued on Page 8)

Sig Eps Tell
Of Secession
From ’Row’
The brothers and pledges of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 234 S. 11th St.,
have seceded from SJS’ fraternity
TOW.

Photo by
Bayley
THREATENING CONCERTINA WIRE failed to discourage
Yankee attacks on the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity after the Sig
Eps seceded from fraternity row this week. A band of Union
marauders stole a handmade cannon the Sig Eps used to guard
their "fort:’

the ASB Judiciary. However, we
feel that the general policy of this
institution is one that tends to
avoid any possible violation of the
principle of church and state."
Graduate Representative Dick
Miner commented yesterday on the
decision saying, "It doesn’t matter because it’s too late for Council t rescind the ’action anyway."

By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Final bids for SJS’ landscaping
project, destined for the three and
one-half acre plot of muck and
ooze which now engulfs Tower
Hall, have been submitted to the
college.
The only hang-up is that the
low bid is $5,175 more than the
$122,550 allotment given to SJS
for the project.
Original low bid for the plan,
known as the Tower Hall Square,
project, was received earlier this
year. But it, too, was in excess of
the allotment . . . to the tune of
$16,440.
The central campus site for the
project, referred to as WS’ "mudflats" in the wet season, and the
"dust bowl" in drier times, could

The re -birth of the confederation
is in preparation for the Southern
Ball, the Sig Eps’ fall semester
formal. The dance is tonight at
Dakland’s Villa Palma).
A cannon in front of the house
fires every night as a declaration
of the Sig Eps’ separation. Pledges
of the fraternity man the cannon
all night.
Strains of "Dixie" and "My Old
Kentucky Home" can be heard
filtering through the fraternity
house.
This is the second year that the
local Sig Eps have raised the Confederate Stars and Bars above
their nail.

proposed cost and the competing
companies’ low bids.
Final bidding was set for Nov.
22, and the lowest of all bids, although still above the SJS estimation, was submitted by Heuttig and
Schramm of Menlo Park. Their
bid was $127,730 for the project
Dean Burton stated yesterday
that, "The Chancellor’s Office is
very favorable toward allocating
the extra funds needed for the
landscaping. We should know after
Dec. 19 whether or not we can
begin."
The Tower Hall Square project,
which will take some "five months
to complete," will provide the central campus with a tree-lined
walk "reminiscent of the former
wings of Tower Hall." Other features will be a 250-foot brick
promenade leading up to the entrance of Tower Hall, and a large
fountain for which the ASB is
contributing $5,000.
The landscaping project, which
is in the interests of "aesthetic
harmony on campus," better begin
soon . . . before somebody sinks
into the slop around Tower Hall
and never comes up again.

’Black Watch’ Band
Ends Swing-a-Thon
Students will have their last
chance today to help the brothers
of Sigma No fraternity collect toys
for the Marine Corps "Toys for
Tots" program. Interested students
may bring usable toys to the fraternity house, 148 S. 11th St.
Completing their last Swing-athon drive today, the members
have swung a total of approximately 76 hours as of press time yesterday afternoon.
The "Black Watch" band featuring SJS students Bob Thomas,
Steve Hall, and Dave Anderson
will play from 3:30-6 p.m. today to
conclude the drive.

A GOOD THING TO AVOID
Two mangled
cars and four bloody victims exemplify a situation which could often be avoided through
regular and thorough safety checks of autos.
In this photo, Alfonso Real of San Jose tries to
comfort Pauline Florez, 16, a passenger in the
car he had been driving. At left are his daugh-

ter, Yolanda, 10, and wife, Erleen. The driver
of the other car was critically injured. A free
car safety check will be offered SJS students
and faculty by Chi Pi Sigma, law enforcement
and penology fraternity, tomorrow at San Carlos
and Eighth streets.

Dance Tonight Opens Campaign
To Aid Florence Flood Victims
To kickoff a campus charity
drive for relief of Florence flood
victims, the jointly sponsored party
of the foreign language clubs will
start at 7 tonight at The Newman
Center, 77 S. Fifth Street.
The informal event will feature
international dishes prepared by
club members, a dance, and a program of Christmas entertainment.
Dance music will he provided by
"The Happy Family" rock ’n’ roll
group. Folksingers Jane and Brandy Kershner will sing French and
English songs, and a group of
Arabian students will perform a
medley of songs from their country.
The party was organized when

a letter from American student,
In Florence asked state colleges t"
start a fund to aid the homeles,
in the devastated city, especiall
to purchase Christmas toys for
children.
Jean Guedenet, assistant professor of foreign languages and organizer of the event, has expressed
his opinion about the party. With
just a week to organize, he said.
those involved have planned an
enjoyable evening. Everyone is invited, and the $1 admission fee
which entitles the person to food
and the dance, will probably buy
a homeless child in Florence a
small toy for Christmas.
Contributions to the fund may
be given to Guedenet at the party,

or to Dr. Sebastian Cassarino, as,Ktant professor of foreign IanLoiages and head of the fundraising drive, to take place on
campus during the week.
Checks should be made payable
to the "Florence Flood Relief
Fund," according to Dr. Cassarino.
anti may be sent to William Felse,
manager of the student affairs
business office, 1111dg. RI or to Dr.
Cassarino.
Unable to find a service organization to aid in collection of contributions during next week, Dr.
Cassarino is seeking students or
groups willing to donate some time
to the drive. Interested persons
may see him at the foreign language oflices, Bldg N,

Chi Pi Sigma
To Offer Free
Auto Check
An unusual Christmas gift, but
a worthwhile one, will he presented
to SJS tomorrow morning by Chi
Pi Sigma, law enforcement and
penology fraternity. The gift --a
free car safety check is the fraternity’s assurance of safety on
the mad.
The event will begin at 9 a.m.
and continue until 3 p.m. on the
campus parking lot at San Carlos
and Eighth Streets.
Open to all students and faculty
on campus, the check-up is to
make sure that all automobiles are
in top shape before leaving for
the Christmas vacation, according
to Tom Fox, spokesman for the
group.
"No citations will be issued
and a free safety sticker will be
distributed." he said today. Valuable prizes also will be given away.
"The check-up is for the student’s own benefit," Fox pointed
out, and "is the fraternity’s part
in the never ending fight to lessen
traffic death."
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By DON DUGDALE
Now comes Christmas, Winter Solstice
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The season now emliotlies customs, meanings and implications far removed from
its origin. Certainly there is now no tine
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there is one way in which to celebrate

Until Further Notice
Ot hil-t10.11.-

I 111.’0’

three aords

usually mean peace and quiet. content -

rest and an atmosphere of general solitude to t1140,1’ 101 reside behind the door on which they are afiketl.
tut when the words "until further
notice- follow them. their meaning can
rued two ways.
II,’ -is, words in question were part
of .1 resolution adopted by the Cali111(111,

1411 tli.I ’Lae I:011CP’ 1/0i1C(1 Of 1.111.-tet’S

eat
City
from the wrecker’s ball for is hiChit
.

%,1-

22 to -pare s;partats

111,tilled in the ,t1O0Iler Of

1007.

hou-ing units there
si of the
tOCII iltiasti to make room for
Is, Iv
the re -location of the SJS maintenance
yaid.
To the residents of Spartan City,
who had fought. without means of
trike or -it-its. for -0111e two months
to s115e their Seventh Street community. the board’s resolution rainy as a
blessing frOill 11CLIN en.
ROL tO the liO1011 of Trustees. it
could ha 5e meant something else entirely.
10

being conducted by the
state office of architecture and construction. through SJS’ consulting
arehitect. to disemer the "structural
adequacy" of the .1nierican Can Company. south of the campus, which has
been suggested as an alternate site for
the college’s maintenance yard.
\\lout happens if the Chancellor’s
Office decides that the .American Can
property is not suitable for tnaintenance Sail1 .sdaplation? Sinee it was
uuul is the only sdternativ e offered to
the 1hrohles11. Spartan City once again
would be in peril if it were not appros ed.
SJS Exectitke Dean C. Grant Burton eplains that when the board
adopted the Spartan City resolution,
"They put the freeze on that aspect of
the SJS Master Plan."
Speaking of freezes, those now-content Spartan City families may still
find themselaes till t in the cold if the
trustees fail to appro)ye the proposed
alternate site for the maintenance yard.
J.R.
k -tudy

The latest move in the noble battle against
the reactionary John Birch Society has been
made by the campus Young Republicans with
Lift heroic resolution of repudiation. Goody.
We’t e all happy to know that the YRs are
opposed to the dangers inherent in the very
existence of such a society, let alone high
level membership in the Yfts by its members.
A small minority, though, might be excused
if they exercise their alleged option of free
thought anti express agreement with the ASB
attorney general that "no one has the right
tf, repudiate anyone." The John Birch Society’s
influence, if indeed it has any, is due totally
to a scare campaign by journalistic forces in
America looking for a scapegoat and a convenient ploy to sandbag conservative candidates and conservative thought. It poses about
as much danger to society as the Jay Silverheels Fan Club.
The John Birch Society, if not given the
gleeful press "buildup" by journalists and
newspapers would today still be a group of unnoticed discontents holding regular meetings
to offer complaints on the state of the world
and homage to
(an excusable mutation)
Huh Welch.
The whole business is enough te make any
journalism student change his ro.;.jor.
Dityld Lebstis
1111114111

Federal Board Rejected
Peace Corps Deferment
Editor:
Last Wednesday, Nov. 30, your editorial
lakes to task the Oroville draft board because
it "snatched a young man who was serving
in the Pence Corps."
The writer (J.B.1, because he has not
bothered to get the facts, owes the Oroville
board members an apology.
The facts are as follows:
The young man in question was under the
jurisdiction of the Oroville (Butte County)
draft boaid, but was living in Seattle with a
student defeithent. When the deferment lapsed,
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But regardless of its present significance,
there is no doubting its origin. Jesus of
Nazareth, or Jesus Christ, was born about
5 B.C.

a routine induction notice was sent. The
board did not know that he was in the
Peace Corps. As was his right, and because
local boards are not autonomous, he appealed
to the next higher level, the state board in
Sacramento. When he was iurned down by the
state, he again appealed, this time to Washington.
The board at the federal level traditionally
has granted these appeals from Peace Corps
people and is the only board that has done so,
but in this case, and for reasons unknown,
this final appeal was rejected. The local
board (Oroville) was then ordered to send
notice to report. It was after he received
his notice to report that this Peace Corpsman
called a press conference in Manila.
During the Thanksgiving weekend, Bob
O’Brien of the Oroville draft board appeared
on local tSan Francisco) television and outlined the case generally as stated above.
A former draftee, O’Brien has a considerable
service-connected (combat ) disability., He continues to serve his community. How about you,
J.B.?
Ken Becker
A3953

U.C. Activities May Cut
Education Expenditures
Editor:
Berkeley is rated nationally a top institution
in the country, if not THE top institution. This
is due in part to the money allotted, but also
in part to the institution’s educational liberalism, e.g., a professor is hired on his scholastic
background generally without regard to his
individual views. That riots are more likely
to occur at Berkeley is no accident: The student is freer to even consider rioting (always,
however, with the hope that he will consider
responsibly.
The people of California are sick of what
they consider blatant student irresponsibility.
Consider: Ili The people are pressuring for
Kerr’s job - - he is too liberal, they feel. Kerr
at the same time is considering stepping down;
we can be sure the people will be there to
"help" consider a new appointment. (2) The
last election saw a rather closely passed
State College issue. The dissatisfaction present
due to student activities already was present.
We certainly can expect mounting pressure to
cut back educational expenditures now. (3)
Before the riot last week, radicals spoke of
giving the State Colleges a Ph.D. program
to take power from the University system;
after the riots, the same people now speak of
abolishing the University system. Not even to
consider the latter possibility, with the former
more money would have to he allotted to the
State Colleges, and from where would it
come? Obviously not another bond issue .
Cal?
The students at Cal appear to be successfully trying to ruin California’s superior higher
education system, either that or they are displaying an appalling irresponsibility.
If our own SEE is really interested in
"excellence in education," may I suggest it
eonsider doing something about the present
David Connelly
A9043

year, mouth and day un-

(exact

known),

of

Mary,

wife

of

Joseph.

in

Bethlehem of Judea. He lived most of his
life in Nazareth, working in the family
carpenter shop. At the
Nazareth and

spent

age

of 30 he left

two or three years

preaching and teauhing in his homeland.
lie was executed on a cross at the wish
of a mob of his own people, and through
a

conspiracy

between

Jewish

rI-Ilgilluls

leaders and one of his own followers.
Today about one billion persons worship
ler the religion founded by this man
and his followers, one-third of the earth’s
"I thought I left you on the other side of the looking glass

population.

Christianity

is

by . far

the

world’s largest religion.
The largest of the Christian religion’s

’Same Old Place’

three main

branches is Roman Catholi-

cism, with 575 million members. Protest-

Placation of Conscience
By JIM BAILEY
No, it can’t happen here . . .
Unfortunately for my friends on

The inherent human desire to cut classes
is much easier masked by as mbols of free
the

New Left, this moralistic society of ours
has not evolved far enough to accept an
undeniable good without a moral cause to
placate its conscience.

’Unnoticed Discontents’
Editor:

and diverse as the persons it affects.

is

Thrust and Parry
’Scare Campaign’ Causes
Birch Society Influence

the holiday. Its meanings are as numerous

Unfortunately, it still is a sin to have
too good a time. ’fhe walls of society aren’t
built to stand the fun -loving trumpeting of
left wing anarchists.
That’s wls. what happened at the University of California can’t happen here.
New Left leaders here found it too hard to
find a cause to fit around a preconceived
boycott.
The difference between SJS. and. Berkeley is the differenee between unjustified

speeds alld due process.
Cutting classes is fun and all, but who

.antism claims 224 million, and the Eastern
Orthodox churches 142 million.
’ONE TRUE CHURCH’
The Roman Catholics are organized ill
a c
plex ysli
that I
Is together the
church, from the local parish to the pap-

in his right mind would sit out in the rain

acy.

girl in Sparfor four hours because s
tan Bookstore needs a 50-cent raise? She’ll

the belief that

theirs is the "one true
Church," possessing a mandate from Jesus

probably just use the money to buy a new
dress to impress some other guy.

gave

Perhaps some (lay the anarchists will
be strong enough

Roman

Catholic doctrine

embodies

Christ himself, stemming from when Ise
Peter, and Peter’s successors, the
power to build his church. The invisible

to promote such fun

head of the church is Christ, and by his

things as cutting classes without any noble

authority the visible leadership rests with

cause.

the Pope.

As for now, I’m afraid honesty just isn’t
the best policy. So long as 5.15 has an open
Seventh Street and a progressive adminis-

Each national Eastern Orthodox church
is autonomous, having gone its own way
for a thousand years. This independence

.tration..t guess mod of us will still have to

has

arrests and too small a salary for certain

live with the drudgery of going to classes.
We liberal squares still need a cause

student workers.

before we shed our middle-class attire.

The Question Man
By CHARMAIN TYLER

Do you think students have the right to strike?

led to ready identification of the
Christian churches of the East with national regimes anti cultures.
Outsiders usually may not recognize the
variety of thought anti expression present
in both Eastern Orthodox and Roman
Catholicism. The liberality of Protestantism, however, makes both of these appear
monolithic. The diversity between the
various forms of Protestantism (loosely
defined as non -Roman Western Christianity) is often greater than between some
Protestant and some non -Protestant faiths.
Although

referred

to commonly as a
is more correctly

BILL JONES sopohomore, engineering:

religion,

I would say as long as they don’t interfere with other students.
I wasn’t at Berkeley, so I don’t really know if they interfered there.
Here I would have to cross the picket line if the boycott went
through about the cafeteria, because I have a meal card and I’m
not about to go somewhere else to buy my food when it’s already
paid for. I don’t see why the college would stop them from walking
around on the college campus if they’re students.

termed a faith. While a religion embraces
a mysticism about the unknown and a
worship of some supernatural power, it

JANE NETTLESIIIP, senior, psychology:
Yes. I think if students feel there is a reason to strike and if
it’s carefully thought through and not just a strike for the sake of
striking, that, they indeed do have the right to strike.

MAGGIE GOSS, sophomore, art:
Yes, I do. Anybody has a right to strike. It doesn’t matter if
they’re businessmen or students or everyday ordinary run-of-the-mill
people. In Berkeley, particularly, I think their cause is good because
I think it’s about time someone’s done something about it.

JEAN WIEBEN, Junior, recreation:
I believe that students have a tight to their own opinions, but
they definitely don’t have the right to strike. It’s their choice whether
they want to go to school or not.

Christianity

does not necessarily encourage any conviction or faith on the part of its followers,
nor does it attempt to change their way
of life.
CONVICTION AND FAITH
Christian

faith is both a conviction
about God and a trust in His ways. God
is one and is the creator of all. He is
present and active in the universe, but not
identical with it. A Christian’s faith rents
upon

a divine revelation through Jesus
Christ as a disclosure of God’s ways.
Christianity’s way of life is one of charilove toward God and toward men.

ty or

Christ taught that if the commandment of
love toward God is properly understood,
the commandment of love toward other
men, as well as all other commandments,
would proceed from it.
Although Christianity is principally a
Western faith, it has representation and
support in all lands, and its influence
is world-wide. It has affected other religions, as it has been affected by them,

DON KIERNAN, senior, history:
I think anyone has a right to do anything he wants to do,
whether that’s correct or not, Every man has rights, but where it
transcends into anarchy and infringes on the rights of society,
you’re going to have a breakdown in the system. I think that’s
what’s happening in Berkeley.

JUDY MUSICK, junior, nociology:
Yes. I think they have a responsibility to strike. The point at
Cal is a rather clear-cut stand that I have -- they should strike. If
they arc going to allow the U.S. Navy on the campus, then they have
to allow other non-student political groups on campus. As members
of the human community, the students are involved and they have
a right to strike.
--Photos by Vince Strew

and its principles continue to shape the
lives of individuals and nations that do

its creed.
However different

not live by

Christmas 1966 may
be from Christmas in Judea, about 5 B.C.,
the universe was essentially the same as
now. The Mediterranean sun crept its way
southward in its silent retreat from the
Autumnal Equinox, toward the southern
turning point just as it does today.
The one trenchant change in those 2,000
years is in the lives of those who have lived
the faith themselves, and it is they who

will come to grips with the most significant of Christmas’ many meanings.
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By PATTY WISCAVAGE
Ho Chi Minh and his Viet Cong
henchmen are supremely confident
of complete success in their endeavor to convert all of Vietnam
to communism, unhampered by serious Western interference.
In his only Bay Area appearance,
Dr. Tran Van Choung, former Vietnamese ambassador to the United
States, spoke to an audience of
more than 300 in Los Altos Tuesday morning. He said that the
Communists’ confidence is based
on the belief that the American
people are weary of the whole
thing and will want to withdraw
their troops after finding some
face-saving device to make it appear honorable.
The second confidence-inspiring
fact is that the Vietnamese people
are themselves on the verge of
total collapse, Dr. Choung fears.
They have suffered indescribable
hardship and suffering since the
country was partitioned in 1954
after the Geneva Conference.
Of a total population of about
14 million in North Vietnam, 860,000 refugees fled south rather than
suffer Communist domination
north of the 17th parallel.
"In Vietnam, the United States
eagle is pitted against a termitelike enemy," declared the former
ambassador and father of the
famed Madame Ngo Dinh Nhu.
In his address at the Morning
Forum of Los Altos, Dr. Choung
emphasized that the North Vietnamese are in no hurry to go to
the conference table until they are
sure of complete and decisive victory. Their regime in Hanoi has
suffered no paralyzing blows. U.S.
bombing in North Vietnam has not
crippled the VC infiltrators; they

have, in fact, trebled in force since
July 1965, he revealed.
It has been proven, says Dr.
Choung, that we cannot bribe the
Communists, we cannot threaten
them. "We have to knock them unconscious.
"It isn’t necessary, however, to
bomb North Vietnam to ashes. In
order to knock out the fighter.
you don’t hit at his fists. Hit him
on the chin, in the stomach and
in the heart," he pleaded.
The U.S. must make her "punch"
more meaningful. Dr. Choung does
not advocate the destruction of his
people or of his homeland. "We
do have to bomb or mine their
principal sources of power in North
Vietnam. The port of Haiphong, for
instance. We must accomplish at
Haiphong what only six VC nearly
did at Saigon with a 5-gallon milk
cans of dynamite aboard a strategically placed ship in the entrance
to the harbor. We must also hit
the railroads and airfields, and the
Russian missile sites."

EATING IS A VERY
SPECIAL TIME
at ARCHIE’S
and to make
it even
for special
try our
very special
SMALL STEAK $1.25
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The present pattern of U.S. warfare in Vietnam. Dr. Choung maintains. is about as successful as it
would have been in 1942 to try to
liberate France from Nazi rule by
bombing secondary t a rget s in
France, and with search -and-destroy operations in the villages,
while at the same time assuring
Hitler of his safety in Berlin.
There can be no negotiated peace
in Vietnam, Dr. Choung emphasized. Any withdrawal of U.S. troops,
any surrender of rights or territory
would mean the liquidation of at
least one million Vietnamese people, he said. All of the 860,000
North Vietnamese who "voted
with their feet," in 1954, as well as
anyone remotely connected with
the "American aggressors," would
be in grave danger.
He also believes that Red China
will not risk her developing nuclear facilities. She wants to be a
nuclear power more than she
wants a Communist Vietnam, he
believes.

Winter Carnival To Feature
Parties, Contests, Dances
A snow sculpture contest is only
one of the tentatively scheduled
activities planned for the Winter
Carnival, Jan. 30, 31 and Feb. 1, 2
at Heavenly Valley.
The ad hoc Winter Carnival
committee, under chairman Don
Sehl, announced that various types
of ski races for beginning, intermediate and advanced skiers will
be held.
Two dances are also planned for

spvcial
NEW YORK CUT
STEAK $1.95
both served with
soup or salad
and potatoes
545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking
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Former Viet Diplomat:

the carnival. The dances will be
held at the Heavenly Valley Lodge
and will feature live bands.
A fondue party is also scheduled.
Trophies, donated by the Heavenly Valley Ski Association, will
be presented to winners of the
activities.
Sehl announced that the committee is also developing proposals
to obtain reduced rates on all ski
lifts for SJS students.
Prior to the carnival itself, a
Snow Queen contest will be held.
The queen will be announced on
Jan. 11 after a fashion show comprised of the 10 semi-finalists.
Jan. 11 will also be dress-up day
on campus. All students will be
asked to wear ski clothes.

Post Office Sets
Jan. 1 Deadline
On Zip Code Use

new gliel4

Chorus Nationally Famed
(Continued from Page 1)
from its (’apital Records
recordings and appearances at the
Hollywood Bowl and with the Los
Angeles Philharmonic.
In addition to his work with the
chorale, Wagner is recognized as
an authority of religious music
of the Medieval and Renaissance
periods. He was awarded a Doctor
of Music degree from the Uni-

famous

Band-Aide Tryouts To Open
Band-Aide tryouts will be held Monday and Tuesday in Morris
Dailey Auditorium from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
The Band-Aides, a group of 12 coeds, perform during football
season with the SJS Marching Band.
To try out, women must wear beimuda shorts with tucked -in
blouses and tennis shoes. No previous dancing experience is needed
to try out.

Tonight’s Flick Stars Ford

10% Discount

"Advance to the Rear" is tonight’s Friday Flick, to be shown iit
7 and 9:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is 35 cents.
Glenn Ford, Melvyn Douglas, Stella Stevens, Jim Backus, and
Joan Blondell star in the slapstick comedy with music by New Christie
Minstrels.

On All Purchaiies
with ASH card
Choose front:

’Ski West’ Re-scheduled
"Ski West," personally narrated color film sponsored by the SJS
Ski Club, has been rescheduled for 8 p.m. Thursday, in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
This film, by Jim Rice, SJS graduate, was rated higher than films
by two top ski photographers when the films were shown in Vancouver this year.

afflek
1191 Lincoln Ave.
in \\ illow Glen
298-1110

Tropical Fish
Dogs
Cats
Turtles Monkeys
Snakes
Rodents
and many more!

"The Pet Man’s
Pet Store"

(offer expires Dec. 31, 1966)

First

AFT Meets Today
The SJS local of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT1
will meet at 12:30 p.m. today in Cafeteria A and B to hear the strike
pledge resolution of the Academic Freedom Committee.
The resolution calls for members of AFT to go on strike if regents
of the University of California engage in mass firings of faculty members, including teaching assistants.
Also on the agenda for today’s meeting is a resolution rejecting
AFL-CIO president George Meany’s recent statements on foreign
policy.

varsity of Montreal for his thesis
on the Masses of the 16th -century
composer, Joaquin des Pres.
He is head of the Choral Department of University of California at Los Angeles and its Irvine campus. Until recently, he
was the head of the music department at Marymount College.
He also is a well-known composer
and arranger.

2 blocks from school

Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Missouri Synod
Lutheran Church
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services
8:15, 9:30 and I I

College discussion group: Wednesday. 6:30 p.m.

A. Craig

292-5404
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor
office 294-7033 Home
Settlage, Vicar

LOSER OF
THE WEEK:

Magazine Sales To Begin
Christmas issue ef The Rule, engineering magazine, goes on sale
for 25 cents Monday in the lobby of the Engineering Building.
Rulemate for this edition is Linda Fields, senior physical education major and former Miss Universe contestant. Miss Fields is a
Band -Aide and a member of Orchesis, SJS dance club.
"Why Elephants Have Springs on Their Feet" and "Human Facare two feature articles.
tors Engineering Manned Spacecraft"
The magazine will be sold through Wednesday from 7 am. to 3 p.m.,
according to Doug Jackson, circulation manager,

Mario Savio
Held Over 3rd Big Week

The Prett9 Hittetus
1500 ALMADEN ROAD

297-5566
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Humanists To Discuss LSD

LSD and its place in a contemporary society will be stressed at
a Humanists on Campus symposium Monday.
The meeting will be held in the formal lounge of Edwin Markham
Hall, 355 S. 10th St., at 7:30 p.m.
The symposium will feature speakers and informal audience
Every little number has a meaning all its own . . . For example, discussion.
1-1-67 means the first day of the
first month of 1967, and that’s the
day the Post Office Department
The first class session of the
expects you to have learned your
new Experimental College conzip codes.
In case you were planning to venes tonight at 7:30 in E132 with
fudge your way through this new David Eakins, assistant professor
procedure requiring the learning of of history, and Dr. Marvin Lee,
five more numbers every time you associate professor of economics,
write a letter, by putting down instructing "Radicalism in Ameriany old five
don’t. Each little ca," stated Experimental College
number stands for something dif- Coordinator Gene Lokey.
ferent in automation code.
The first number is the area, the
second the state, and the third the
city. The last two digits are really
important as they tell in numerical fashion the local zone a letter
, is trying to reach.

Watch for the Biggest New Year’s Eve Party
to Ever Hit the San Jose Area.
ALL YOU CAN EAT,
DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF THE
ALL YOU CAN DRINK,
"LEAVES" AND THEIR HIT
FREE DOOR PRIZES.
RECORD, "HEY JOE."
The lest Time You’ll Ever Have
for Only $30 per couple.

First Session
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Wrap up a Beautiful
CHRISTMAS

McDonald’s
Filet-O-Fish

Beautifully it
packages help make a
beautiful Christmas. When you wrap your
gifts this Christrnas give them a festive look
with bright, colorful wrapping paper and
ribbon from our fine selection. We also
hare a complete selection of Christmas cards
in stock

Crisp and golden Filet 0’ Fish served
piping hot on a plump, bun with
plenty of zesty tartar sauce to give yov
4 real adventure in good eatin’l

ay
as
ay
ru

fektittig
330 South Tenth Street

look for the golden arches
Christmas
Shopping at Berg’s.

Start Your

earg’s has one of the finest selections of man’s clothing and accessories in San Jose.
Choose a shirt by Kennington or
van Hessen, slacks by Hagger or
A-1, or Italian boots by Verdi.
You will find tht.ni all 1? I,,

110
10
fi.
"’ass

298-3718

$2 S. Pint St.
21$-0868

McDonald’s
Reg. T.M. U.S. Pal. Oil. McDonald Corp. lass
Copyright maxima* Coro. INS

11 here Quality Starts Fresh . . . Every Day."

3rd and San Carlos
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’Great Bear’s’ Piece
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Faculty Book Talk Reviewer Describes
U.S. University Learning as an Industry
li

tot,

Spartan Daily
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tindery education and English,
speaking on "The Uses of the
University," by
E

start Writer

"The University has beel/Ille
learning Indust 0.- said Dr.

Addressing a small audience at
the
Wednesday Faculty Book
Talk. Dr. Meckel analyzed the
effects of kerr’s "multiversity"
in
undergraduate,
liberal and
i .,ber education, as well as the

11()\\ 111)%,

iinistration.
qU estion
this book
I i. Meckel said- -"what
.-Esity is, what it is berole in society
ii brought to the public
III,- Berkeley tentrover-

CitYS’EtIL (Mt:kW:it\
STEAK
SANOWICH
Fren,:+, Roll
Prenh Fried
Potatoes
Lettuce and Tomato
95;

ow,ew

illustrates the changes
WWII in a university like
the speaker contin.E...i, "snowing the way massive
..ivernment and industry, loans
and grants have changed the
structure of the university, making its main purpose, government
"It

service.

I uric! v of quality meals
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"CoLifornia
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of

three

of academic excellence in America," he continued,
"along with the Boston to Washington area and the Chicago

great centers

al reastmalac prices.
Ttii and

one

is

!cr.

..1-.1{
One Mork

from

SJS

area."

Dr. meek,’

"Populaadded.
tion growth and the grants have
mcrged univeisity activities with
llii u of giAernment and industry. and the methaphor of the
univirsity as industry is valid.
’PS el altrol over its own directions are reduced, tensions
arise between scientists and humanists. and several important
...lucation are neglected
areas

as a result of these influences,"
he said.
’Undergraduate students suffer in the ’multiversity.’ which
has bevome an institute for graduate and faculty specialists
working under grants." he said.
"Teaching assistants handle the
job of instructing the lower division students, and few changes
are made in the undergraduate
curriculum.
"The managerial concep t,
taken from the business world,
and the hierarchy of faculty and
administration, borrowed from
the military, are enhanced by
the ’multiversity’ atmosphere,"
he stated, "detracting from a
true learning situation."
Another problem Dr. Meckel
discussed was the lack of good
something
teacher education,
sorely neglected when the university has taken on the specialized institution structure.
"Humanities, tutorials, classical studies, and philosophy are
of much less importance in the
’multiversity.’ The result of this
imbalance is a restricted range
of learning, with men in the
sciences and women in the humanities, and neither ably to
t it’s id.assl
bear I he respons i
on them after graduation," the
speaker warned.
Coming to the same conclusion
that President Clark did in his
review, Dr. Meckel said that he
felt SJS was not engaged in

’Messiah’ To Open Tuesday
CHARLOTTE
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Handel,

composer,

century

who

46 operas, 32 oratorios and
some 100 vocal works, is doubt-

wrote

less

name

a

history,

in

hut

classical

his

music

lesser -known

more about
reveal
the musician’s personality.
Handel, who wa.s popular in
England, Italy and Ireland, as
well as it) his native Germany,
was referred to us the "dear
Saxon," "great bear," and "tweedleedum and tweedledee." The
names were given him by admirers, jealous rivals and writers.
SJS students and faculty will
be able to listen to a work
crated by the composer who
nicknames

B) MAR’ NIEISS
Spartan Dull) Staff Writer
Sadistic man was reveaksi
Tuesday evening when five professors discussed the interaction
of two extremists in the drama
’’Marat/Sade" written for stage
by Peter Weiss.
Interactions of Marat and Sade
remind the listener of the Socratic dialogue of question and
answer. Marat was a French
revolutionary leader who called
for violent upheaval while Sade
was an exponent of pessimistic
individualism and anarchic gratification in a world where nature
is merciless.
The review of "Marat ’Sade"
by five professors in a new
multi-lecture concept provided
an
intellectually
stimulating
evening. The multi-lecture concept is "a one-hour lecture compressed into five minutes of important matter."
The professors gave detailed
lectures. The question is whether
this new concept will arouse
students or burden them with
detail they will neglect to learn.
Humanity and English students
will answer this question next
year when "Marat/Sade" will
be used as a text.
"The Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as
Performed by the Inmates of
the Asylum of Charenton under
the Direction of the Marquis
Be Sade" is a play within a play.
Sade’s play is sadistic. He feels

’Twist tweedlechun and
tweediedee.

inspired the names at H p.m.,
Tuesday, when the Music Department presents the "Messiah"
at Civic Auditorium.
Tickets are $1 for adults and
50 cents for children anti may
be obtained at the Student Affairs Business Office between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. anti at the box
office near the Concert Hall
entrance between 1 and 5 p.m.

Handel was ridiculed, author
Milton Cross points out, not only
because he was successful but
also because "he was a foreigner;
because he was favored by the
wrong

Handel was called the "dear
Saxon" icaro Sassonet by Italians in Rome, Florence and
Venice when he presented his
operas "Rodrigo." and "Agrippina."
A rail always friendly rivalry
de) violas! between Handel anti
Giovanni Battista Bonocini. a
popular and prolific opera comThe competition caused writer
John Byrom to comment:

say, compared to
Bonoeini
That Slyitheer Handers but
Some

the English language, and great-

aesthetic development.
The "Messiah" is probably the
greatest oratorio written, evidenced by its lasting appeal and
by its composition in only 26
days.
ly advanced its

a ninny

Others aver that he to Handel
Is scarcely fit to hold
a candle.
Strange :ill this difference
should he
SPECIALIZING IN THE
VOLKSWAGEN,

because

or

protectors;

those working under him were
abused by his difficult demands."
His enemies often made fun of
his massive size and bowleggedness by calling him "the great
bear."
Despite enemies who opened
rival opera companies to take
his business, blindness,
away
paralysis in his later life and
threats of bankruptcy, Handel
continued to compose.
Handel wrote his last opera
in 1741. convinced after 46
operas that he could say no more
within the medium. He then
turned to the oratorio, operas
without scenery or costume in

poser.
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Sadistic Man Revealed
In Play, ’Marat/Sade’
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295-9082

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

is hint

:iiis IF
his own

passion and that of others as
sadistic., according to Dr. Alan
Barnett, associate professor of
English.
Sade’s attack on Marat is inconsistent, and he does not live
up to his own theory of nature.
He realizes that he could not
send a man 10 the guillotine,
therefore man as well as nature
is riot completely sadistic, Dr.
Barnett stated.
Stale is optimistic when he
proposes that man can break
out of the cycle by ending exploitation, he declared.
State’s play has all the elements of other plays. Ile does
not offer a solution but rather
wants to shake us, stated Dr.
E. P. Panagopoulos, professor
of history.

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

SIRLOIN STEAK
BEEF LIVER
ROUND STEAK
PORK CHOPS
FRANKS

$99

’. $169

HENan

484
lb. 850
790
lb. 494
lb.

lb.

quisife
qtYing f
FINEST CRAFTSMANSHIP!
UNSURPASSED VALUE!

(

(
"r41.410.

A record is round with
a hole in the center.

lb. 99

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

Sade depicts the overlying
conformity of the masses through
the four members of the chorus.
He also demonstrates that they
all have different reasons for
supporting the revolution, stated
Dr. Panagopoulos.
Sade taunts Marat with the
failure of the revolution curing
all evils. A revolution is to stop
exploitation of one class by another. When it succeeds, another
elern..E. or class takes up exin, said Dr. David Kid ploit
professor of hisstein.
tory

292-7726

Reg $169

Mose nom on insponne seledion at Mood deters
.
the most womb may vor hove wet ogrebled,
Corm in, lel us show you.

$119
Your Cholte ol 14K
Yel iOW or White Gold.

Reg $199

. $139
S, so s was

515 S. Tenth St.

25c

.494

But at DISCORAMA it’s more than that.
HERE’S WHAT’S DIFFERENT:

The price tag: e,
gh
’us ad
offer lower prices. Student Special
331/3 off on the list price et any..thus Fri.,
Dec. 16.

g 5249
s

$14? 9
WEE.

It was easy to find: Because all records are displayed so that they are easily located by record
browsers.

What’s different about DISCORAMA
itself?
Convenient location: Only three blocks from campu,.
Helpful salespeople: Forget the name of the record?
Give u, a hini and well take it from there.
Oldies but Goodies: Hundreds of off-the -chart 45’s.

and

FISH SANDWICI I

A large filet of fiidi patty
is iii lots of tangy tartar
nailer 111111

29c

DISCORAMA
Open 10 a.m..9 p.m. Mon. -Sat,, and 10 c.m..6:30 on Sun.
235 S. 1st

286-5837

5-Siktiror gunkanteel
Kay Jewelers sells only guelity.seleeted
diamonds guaranteed a Illotirne in wetting.
Reg $549

$399
Yr.,

Mogwegt forteged

Downtown
W,

c)perf,

65 S. First St.
Jr .6tOwn lot ti ke.s
Thurs. & Fri. Nights until 9
292-4910

Salley Pair Shillala, Center
248.3040
Open Mon. thru Fri. Nights until 930
&mem&

199 S. Murphy St.
739.0591
Open Thurs. & Rri. Nights unfit 9

Sh,g/ neidol
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Forms Due Monday
For Glamour Contest
Would anynne like to be the
best-dressed coed for this year?
The last chance for coeds to submit entries for Glamour Magazine’s Best -Dressed College Girl
Contest is Monday afternoon.
Coeds who still want to enter
the contest have until today and
Monday to submit entries, according to Miss Marilyn Shea,
chairman. Entry blanks may be
obtained in the College Union.
315 S. 9th St.. Student Activities Office in the Administration Building, or the Public Relations Office, TH1140.
The event, which is sponsnred
by Phrateres International ,ind
Associated lVonieti Studeni,i. isill

San JOle Fain/

Volleyball Team
The %%omen’s volleyball
will play one more game "
the Christmas vacation. I
fling tomorrow al t ernts ,
coeds will try to add i.i
winning record when tht.
against Sacramento and Sal.
Franei,co State,

Iv’ based on the coed’s understanding of her fashion type, a
workable wardrobe plan, and
good gmoming.

Exhibition Features
Profssor’s Art

Bakmas
Flower Shop

An exhibition of recent w.
by Geoffrey Bowman, SJS .issistant professor of art, is currently on display at the Hollis
Galleries, 510 Clay St., San
Francisco. His paintings and
graphics feature mixed media
such as polyester and glass
beads to create a highly trfleclive surface quality.

Flowers say "Happy
Holidays" in the nicest
way. Stop by today.
10th & Santa Clara

Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.

Open 5 Nights, Sat. until 5:30
Valley Fair Shopping Center
Meentain View Store

292.0162

siA0E-44-

College Dept. (Spartan Trl-C1
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Forum
5:45 p.m. Evening
3rd & San

tgal

3 STORES
Downtown San Jose

2nd 1 San Antonio

at Tri C Bldg

Fm’t-turs. Complete sets in
js, watercolors, caseins,

!Ati

First Baptist Church

Meets

Gift Painting Sets
sr_t: no best for beginning
acryl:cs, and pastels. Our exports will be!p you. From
B.95 to $59.50

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
F0.1,
Barry Ke.ser,

ACT SI:FPLY CENTER
For fornily or frienes
art
els
Oft L.X1. :lent
Christmas
gifts

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

piltalzMae CLIP THIS COUPON

Antonio

.41M41.1.1=100.1=14
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TI1111 t111111011

SI IIITAN45k TRI-C
TOMORROW :

01,
0:

3rd and San Antonio

T-M Travel Agency
"The Ilost in Traver’

FREE SERVICE
on all Airline
Reservations

Santa Claus greets three of his fans. Local children will again be honored in the 15th annual
Christmas party sponsored by members of
Alpha Tau Omega and Chi Omega. The party,
scheduled for Sunday afternoon in the Alpha
Tau Omega house, 202 S. 11th St., will feature
presents, games and refreshments for 25 San
Jose underprivileged children. Santa’s helpers
include from left, Miss C. C. Gates, Rod Pa-

Christmas is a time of fellimship and joyful spirit. And that’s
exactly the atmosphere planned
for

San Jose

CIIRISTM kS
SPECI ALS

Colognes for the Men
PerlumeJ for Women!

Starling at $2.50
For Women ...
Maichabelli Windsong perfumes, powders, etc.
riberge Aphrodesia and ligres perfumes.

the

Christmas

Tea,

TRIMMING THE TREE for their first Christmas Tea, sponsored
by the SJS Women Over 29 organization, are, from left, the
Mesdames Melba Forsberg, president; Elizabeth Drouillard, secretary, and Helen Tucker, chairman of house group committee.
Members of the group are women over 29 who are SJS students.

German Club Plans Table’
The German Club will start a
language table in the southwestern corner of the cafeteria beginning Tuesday at 12:30 p.m.
The German Table will be held
each Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday, irecording I, Joyce

Prestnn, German club member.
She and club Pres. Karl Kirshner have been instrumental in
starting the table. German instructors from the Foreign Language Department will be on
hand at tlm table, she said.
-

Christmas Star
Banquet

270 E. Santa

Sits Jose
Airport

Air conditioned 11067 Cadillac
Reser% e your seat note!
C11 I.

CHARTER SEDAN SERVICE
295-0551

THE FINEST FOREIGNAND DOtAFS71C FILMS

"Personal Identity in
an Anonymous World"
Sunday, Dec. I I, 5:45 p.m.
Tickets $2
may be picked up at
Grace Baptist Church
484 E. San Fernando

I

WHAT A SWITCH! ! ! AN ITALIAN COMEDY
MADE IN THE UNITED STATES! ! ! IT’S HILARIOUS! ! !
.

1111 COMEI
SNEAK PRI VIEW

1433 The Alameda
297-3060
Son Jose

TOW NE

8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m.
Church Service
10 a.m. College Seminar

5th
Week

GRAND PRIZE WINNER
1966 CANNES 111.14
FESTIVAL

Dave Thornton
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akrs, Pastor
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.1

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN
522 S. Bascom
San Jose
295-7238
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Dr. Rollo May
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Leather and Jade East colognes.
Cologne by Yardley.

spon-

sored by the SJS Women Over
29 Organization.
SJS faculty, staff, and students iiver 29 are invited
attend the tea on Thursday,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at 177 S. 10th
St., according to Mrs. Charlotte
Hart. chairman.
"All college women over 29
are urged to bring their husbands." added Mrs. Hart.
Cookies, cakes, nuts, coffee,
and tea will be prepared for approximately 200 guests.
Further information may be
obtained films Mrs. Ifin’t by chitin,: 294-7913.

Photo by Dave Stour
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GOING HOME?
Christmas Transportation Special

Women Over 29 To Sponsor Tea

Campus Rep., Bill Riley
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checo, senior (Santa), Miss Margaret Bonanno,
senior, and Roger Rudolph, senior. Santa Claus
will arrive in a fire truck (compliments of the
San Jose Fire Department). Children selected
to attend the party are chosen from those recommended by San Jose social agencies and include orphans or youngsters with only one
parent, according to Rob Stenson, spokesman.

All it takes is a short phone call to T-M
Travel. 293-1033.

For Men ...
[,,,ii

011

nors (Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays).

Don’t be left behind when Christmas Vacation begins.
Make your reservations to fly home now, while there is
still space available.

287-6973

DISCOUNT

111";,

Iiif

’SANTA, I’VE BEEN GOOD . .

Hammel at Holiday inn in Slitin, id,
I, amid
Irort H
14
t all 293.5911 for information.
SI \DAN:
9:1-5 a.m. Seminar: Spirit ligament
3:IS 11.111. Forum

60 N. First

Is K1/011

any food purchase now until Decerillwr 31,

Its Hare

St.

205-06i2

SAN JOSE

AI TO NIOVIP:
396 South First
292 6778
"Th. Professionals"
295-3003
N. 13th to lash Rel.
ad
"Scent Bird of Youth"
"The Nkeci Prey"
Student Diseeve. Rates
"Go Naked in the World"
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From Bus Through Game

Basketballers To Employ Super Press Tonight
SPECIAL To THE DAILY
PORTLAND. Ore. "We’re going to press them all the way from
the bus to the end of the game."
claims SJS basketball coach Danny
Glines on the defense to be employed against Los Angeles State
tonight.
The Spartans face LAS in the
opening game of the Knights t,!
Columbus Tourney, being held hen
tonight and tomorrow.

IIED fi

EARN

250 E. Santa Clara
(at 6th)
Highway 9 & El Camino
in Sunnyvale

Ic
mos- 1st’ 0110101

e to to and make breaks mid
lize on them," notes Glines
on this evening’s fray.
Counted on for main duties will
be guards Rick Carpenter and
John Keating. Glines hopes the
pair will continue their ball.
but improve in
hawking antics
the scoring department. Reserves

Clegg is recoverol !nail it preseason bone spur operation, has
not been high-seorine but has provided strength on the boards.
SchlInk has manned the scoring
duties and been among the team’s
leading rebounders in the first
pair of games.
SJS’ other leading scorer, Clarence Denzer. is again counted on to
.ald points from his post spot to-

improv,.,1
night. -Ile’s reallv
claims Clines. "and is goinv
have to be one of our big scorers."
Clines also figures to give reserve center Jim Meyer plenty of
duty. "He has really been outstanding so far. He is new to the
system and not a great shot- but
a terrific rebounder. Against Arizona State last week. for example,
he grabbed 10 rebounds in only

Spartan Tourney
Tilts on KEEN

SJS will pit their fast-breakinv
.:,inc- against the mammoth Diablo, at 7:30 p.m.
The Spartan -Diablo dual will lv
the preliminary game tonight. Idaho State and Portland State will
130th Spartan basketball en’
seek the other championship berth ter-, will he broadcast this weeksirit following the SJS battle.
end is e r Radio KEEN, 1370. ToIf the Spartans win tonight, the)
night’s ;mile.. will begin at 7:30 p.m.
advance to the feature game at 9
If the Spartans win tonight. the
clock tomorrow evening. If the
Diablo.: win, SJS will fight for a ehanir ship game will he heard
"in against the loser of the Idaho- over KEEN at 9 p.m.
Portland game.
1
A loss this evening will result
in the 545 eager% being heard at
DIABLOs LARGER
7:30 p.m.
We,... cot to press all the w
Portland sportswriter Carl Chin
lii,its I’ great physical size
will handle the pla3-by-play.
iii’r,allY ’,High I exine,1

13-I1 minutes.
The Spartans back-up expect to
frequent action as the larger Driblos take their toll on the smaller
SJS cagers.
With four starters weighing over
200 pounds, Clines realizes the
I LAS squad may have a physical
advantage. "Sure, they’re big. But
I we’ll beat them by picking them
!apart," he states.
Joe Davis, Joe Barnes, Charles
Thomas and Kerry Smith are LAS
starters over the 200 pound scale.
Others expected to play an important role for the Diablos tonight include Bill Nolan, Jerry
Thorsen, Bill Vargo, Gary Arthur
and Dick Thomas,

To Save You Money
at

SILVA SERVICE

That’s right! Silva Service is constantly improving its services
to save money for the customer. Now Silva has special gasoline pumps that blend 7 different grades of major brand
gasoline to suit your car requirements. Drive in and fill up
with the grade for your car. We’re sure you’ll be satisfied.

THIS CHRISTMAS PUT SECURITY
IN YOUR STOCKING; INVEST IN
INSURANCE FROM AETNA LIFE.
For

more Information, see

Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First St.
297-3194
THE CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN ...

SILVA SERVICE

LIFE &CASUALTY

Late Model

All Credit Cards H
O EZY Cash Stamps Given
78 S. 4fh

LOSE NO, 2
Idaho State also saw graduation take away a lot of scoring
punch with the departure of Dave
Wagnon, last season’s No. 2 top
’lot -tot aler nationally.

Randy Mickley is the only senior on the inexperienced team.
Height is plentiful, however, with
sophs Tom Baird and Charlie Barbar both standing 6-7.
VIEWED
NEVER
Other top returnees include Ron
Although Portland and Idaho Boone and Jerry Mouser.
have yet to be viewed by Glines or
his staff, the Spartan mentor exDIVERS SOUGHT
pects to get a good look in toToni O’Neill, SJS swim coach,
night’s feature game.
Reports indicate Portland im- is on the lookout for freshman
proved despite the loss of all-time divers. The squad presently lacks
top scorer John Nelson. Bill Wil- any divers.
Besides the shortage on the
kerson, last year’s No. 1 rebounder
and No. 2 scorer, is expected to boards, O’Neill also is eager to
have any frosh interested.
take up the slack.

Robin Durand, Bob South and Tim
I Holman are also expected to see
frequent action in relief roles.
Don McConnell and Steve
ISchlink open again in the forward
’ lots. "Don’s done a real fine job
os so far,- observes Clines.
...fly at a disadvantage be, .o-, he hadn’t played much beand now he’s thrown into the
starting lineup."
HeConnell, playing until Bill

BLENDED GASOLINE

01 hers, including Mike O’Gara.
Ed Gorman. Don Suloff, Curtis
Heath. Bruce Wassom and Dan
Withers, provide the remainder of
the lineup and bench aid. The L’iklogs’ biggest weakness is in the
height department, however, as
none stands over 6-5.

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low, Low

VALLEY FAIR
& DOWNTOWN
hit & San Fernando

295-8968

Late for Class? Well Park It For You.

Open 6 Nights

HEATHER-TONE
LAMBSWOOL
PULLOVERS BY BYFORD OF BRITAIN
English lambswool at its finesta wardrobe necessity for every
action -loving man. Latest full-fashioned Saddle -shoulder
long-sleeve in 10 rich shades 16.00
V-neck pullover in come -hither heather tones! SleevPlesc 12.00
Sizes 40, 42, 44, 46

Meyer’s 6-6 frame was a big help to the SparBIG HELP Jim
tan basketballers Monday in their first win over Arizona State

I

University. Coach Danny Glines hopes he will be able to spell

well tonight in the

starting center Clarence Denser as

Student Rates

Knights

of Columbus Tournament in Portland.

FREE Giant 3x4 foot full-color
WORLD MAP with each

IIntramural Announcements
HUNCH
Theta Chi captured the hunch
basketball tourney Wednesday
night with a 50-34 victory over
SAE No. 1 behind Dave Mercer’s
30-point performance.

typewriter rental

and consolation brackets in wrestling are scheduled for this afternoon.

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 S. 4th

The consolation matches start at
3 p.m. and the championship bouts
will begin directly afterwards.

FREE THROWS

BASKETBALL TOURNEY

Dave Mercer additionally won
the free throw competition recently making 25 straight.
John Gatos, Sigma Nu, and Dennis Diechler, ATO, tied for second with 24 conversions. Gatos.
however, won the playoff to earn
second.
WRESTLING

Intramural Director Dan Unruh
reminds all teams interested in the
pre-season basketball tournament
that a captain’s meeting has been
slated for Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
in MG201.

Unruh is looking for basketball
officials. Anyone interested should
contact him in the Intramural In The finals in limit the winner’s flee. MG121.
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A YAMAHA!!!
A Yamaha sportcycie is one of the nicest things you
can give as a Christmas present. For anyone old
enough to drive, a Yamaha is a ticket to years of fun
and enjoyment. Let us help you choose the Yamaha
sportcycle "just right" for someone who’s special to
you. Yamahas are so easy to ride. (If you can ride a
bicycle you can ride a Yamaha.) Yamaha with proven
oil injection, is the top selling 2-stroke in the U.S.
and is the World 250cc Grand Prix Racing Champion.
Visit us to see the complete line of Yamaha sport.
cycles. Make it a Yamaha Christmas. Low prices and
easy budget terms. You’ll give the gift that keeps on
going... and have a merrier Christmas yourself.
Valley Fair Christmas Hours

BOB CHAVES MOTORCYCLES
676 Auzerais
Phone 293-1 260

FORE
SHANK

1

Angelo’s Builds Strong
Bodies 9 Ways
Our menu is especially designed for the student who

is nutritionally deficient for financial reasons. Corns in
today or tonight and revive your calorie count on a
skinny budget.

Open 24 hours Fridoys and Saturdays

Angelo’s Steak House

72 I.

Santa Clara

Free parking at 30 S. 3rd St.
..esCe.e.e../41700000001:10e.

Heavy Rains Postpone
Elks Bowl Encounter

in

in
k’

The third annual Elks Bowl
game has been postponed until Friday, Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. in Spartan
Stadium, according to SJS head
soccer mach Julie Menendez.
The game was scheduled for tomorrow, but the steads rains of
the past week resulted in the staditirri becoming a quagmire.
For the Spartans, it will close
out the season- one of the most
successful in the school’s history.
Former SJS clubs have advanced
fat ther than the quarter-final
berth of this season, but no team
has duplicated, or bettered the
Spartans’ record of 10 wins and
only two losses.
Menendez has been working his
kickers whenever possible in preparation for the Elks’ contest, and
they are reportedly. "having a lot
of fun," in the words of the likeable coach.
CHARITY
A 50 per cent charity fund from
all proceeds is helping the Elks
stage, what they hope, is their
best game ever.
"The money will he set up for
scholarships to a Mexican -American," the coach stated.
Guadalajara and the San Jose
Latino Club, two of the top Mexican teams on the Peninsula, have
been named as the Spartans’ opponents for the season finale.
"Not only will there he many
of the best soccer players in the
Bay Area competing," Menendez
said, "but it will give the game a
touch of local interest."
Seniors Joe Sermol, Mani Gonzalez, Steve Locci and Bert Mangueriz will close their collegiate
soccer careers with the game. Loc-

MAIN COG
Gary Iacini was the main cog in
stopping offensive thrusts by the
opponents and was acclaimed as a
second team All-Conference selection, along with teammates Mangiola and Gonzalez.
Tickets for the Elks game are
available in Menendez’ office in
the Men’s Gymnasium. It is not a
college sponsored event, Si students
will be charged 50 cents.
A preliminary game was also
planned, but has not been verified
following the recent change in
dates.

UPI Rates Smith
Behind Clay, Ryun
Tommy Smith placed third behind Cassius Clay and Jim Hyun
In the balloting for Europe’s
"Sportsman of the Year" as was
announced by the United Press International yesterday.
Smith, termed by many as the
world’s fastest human, received 132
points, only 10 behind Ryun, the
world record holder in the mile,
and an even 100 votes behind the
heavyweight boxing king Clay.
I folder of five WWI( I MOM’S. the
SJS speedster drew acclaim as
the result of his record shattering
200 meters and 220 yards on a
straightaway in 19.5. He also holds
the world record for the 200 meters on a curve at 20.0, was a
member of the 1600 meter relay
team that established a world recorcl and has the fastest time ever
run in the 440 meter leg of a
relay

Roger Williams
Fellowship
Sponsors

Piano Recital
feafuring
John Mayhew, pianist
Tonight, 8:15
sanctuary of

Grace Baptist Church
484 E. San Fernando

FLOWERS
CHRISTMAS

Surprise that "special someone"
with flowers for Christmas.

’stilt

IOW

sir index assay. it’s
inve

1885

292-8311

2nd & San Fernando

The gymnasts will then be on
unveil his seven-man team t he road until Feb. 24 when they
rturn
home to tangle the Goufor the first time at home tonight I
’hos of Santa Barbara. The followwhen the Spartans entertain eight
SJS gymnastic coach Clair Jen-

nett will

other schools in the San Jose Invitational. The action will start at
7:30 in Spartan Gym.
Favored in the meet will be the
University of California Bears,
who finished second in the nation
last year at the NCAA championships.

WHOOPEE!! To many of the
spectators that’s the first word
that comes to mind, but for Jeff Wolfe it is just another move
in his side horse routine. The side horse is Wolfe’s specialty, but
he is aptly capable in five other gymnastic events, and will help
lead the Spart.ris in their first home appearance tonight in Spartan Gym.

Spartan Wrestlers
Return to Tourneys
The Spartan wrestling team
tests its luck again in tournament
competition this weekend, this time
with a limited representation.
While the Spart grapplers are
undefeated in two dual meets this
season, they haven’t done quite as
well in the one tourney in which
they have participated.
Last weekend SJS ran third in
the Northern California Invitational behind defending champ Cal
Poly at San Luis Obispo and Fresno State.
tomorrow Hugh
Today and
Mumby’s wrestlers rest their hopes
on four men in the Mare Island
Invitational. Dan Swenson, Joe Silva. Gary Lorenz and Paul Huffing
rry the Spartans’ co6ors.
In the Nor-Cal festivities, Swenson paced SJS entries with a second place in the 137-pound division. Lorenz earned a third at
145 pounds. Silva and Hatling will

F rosh Cagers
I Set To Battle
With Bulldogs

Morrison will open with Ken
Harness replacing Dietrick at center while the remainder of the
starting lineup is intact.
Bernie Veasey and Bud Le Fever
(awn at forwards, and Don Woodfin and Dave Malkin are at the
guard pc:ts.
Morrison also plans to use Lee
De Sluing extensively at both center and forward. Both De Shang
and Harness performed well in replacing Dietrick in last Monday’s
victory 1111‘1. Menlo College.
-

LOOKING FOR SELF-FULFILLMENT?

probably enter at 152 and 177 or
191 pounds, respectively today.
The latest of the Spartans’ dual
meet wins came at the hands of
San Francisco State, 23-8, earlier
in the week.
Lorenz was the only member of
coach Hugh Mumby’s crew who
could tegister a pin win, but six
others were victorious on decisions.
The Spurts last only two of the
nine weight divisions.
Dick Hamm won at 130, Swenson, 137; Gary Ramstetter, 160;
Mike Hershfelt, 167, and Hat ling, 177.
_
FOOTBALL BANQI’ET
SJS footballers will hoist their
annual post -season banquet Tuesday night at 7:30 in 17 West, according to Athletic Director Bob
Bronzan.
The banquet is open to all gridders and their wives, adds Bronzan.

for Singers

Auditions

A representative from Capitol
Records will be auditioning singers on Sunday December 18.
Rhythm and

Find out how you can serve a full year in Israel. Address your request to:
Sherut La’am (Service to the People)
515 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
I am a graduate undergraduate (underline one) between 19-30 and would like you
to send me, without obligation, FREE information telling how I can serve a full year
in Israel for only $670 which includes round trip fare. (A limited number of long-term
loans are available.) I understand a knowledge of Hebrew is not a prerequisite.

I

286-3313

PHONE (OPTIONAL)

STREET ADDRESS
St.
CITY

STATE

210

from a complete assortment of
skis, parkas, boots, gloves, poles,
etc. Reed’s CAN meet your ski

I
Reed’s Sport Shop
needs.

3151 Alum Rock

258-5305

BILL DEANE

3146 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
296-4360
3rd & SAN CARLOS
298-3060

Blues

Folk
Coll 989-5172 for appointment

_
Typewriter Cleaning
TERM

PAPER SPECIAL

YOU GET:

6 45

Air cleaning
Oil
Adjustment

New Ribbon
Professional
workmanship

Compare

at $21.50

rr UNIVERSITY
IYPEWRITER
460 S. 2tal St.

292-1500

MOTOR TUNE-UP
WE REPLACE:
POINTS

PLUGS

AMERICAN CARS

ROTOR

99

CONDENSER
WE CHECK:
WIRES, DIST. CAP,

6-Cyl. Car
8-Cyl.
3.00 Extra

COIL, CARBURETOR,

9 .11.1111.

ti

p.m., .11on.-Sat.

LINES, SMOG VALVE,
AIR FILTER

FRONT END ALIGN

95

Expert work with John Bean "vitae -liner." Correct caster, camber, Any
U.S.
toe -in to mfrs. specifications.
Car

BRAKE Adjustment
Adjust Brakes
Add Fluid If Needed
Check Brake Lines
Road Test

CONTINENTAL STYLE
WRAP -AROUND

Warm, Yet
Wild Styles
for Winter

RETREADS
Black or White

"KOOL"
WARM PANTS
stovepipes, bells, hiphuggers, In plaids,
stripes, and checks.
$8.95 /1 up
cm’

2’199’
FIT. .50 each

ANY SIZE

CHEATER SLICK 1495
RETREAD SALE
ANY SIZE
Plus Tax
IN STOCK
and old tire

No sr

-TsT

C6LEGE-OR UNIVERSITY

Only at Reed’s can one choose

Folk Rock

FREEMAN’S
24 hr. snow and ski report 1

-NAME ’,Please- Print) MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY

Reed’s Sport Shop IS the headquarters of knowledgeable skiers.

Rock

WINTER JACKETS
BRITISH
double breasted pea
coats, rawhide, suede,
$9.95 & up
wool.

Sherut La’amIsrael
May Be Your Answer

visit our....

Other teams hoping to end the
domineering attack of the Bears
are Stanford, Sacramento State,
Chico State, San Francisco State,
Nevada, UC Santa Barbara, and
Cal Poly.
Tony Coppola, almost fully recovered from an injury, and Jeff
Wolfe, both all-around performers for the Spartans, head the list
of SJS entries.
A former NCAA champ is expected to be on hand to inaugurate
the home season for SJS. Russ
Miller is currently undergoing grad
work at Stanford and expressed interest in entering the meet.
Tonight’s meet will be the first
of five home appearances for the
Spartans. Jennett and his team
will spend next weekend at San
Francisco State and the Gators
Invitational, before taking a vacation over Christmas and returning
for a Jun. 13 engagement in Spartan Gym with (’al Stale and Cal
Poly.

ing day they meet Stanford in
Spartan Gym, and close out the
home season March 4 with Sacramento State.
.

Let Reed’s Meet
Your Ski Needs

Ski Freudenstein was one of the
reasons for the Bears’ impressive
showing, and he will ’,erns= for
UC tonight.

I

Make this a very Merry Christmas,

lit

SJS Unveils Gymnasts

Spartababe cagers hope to maintain their longest win string of
the year--one gametonight at 8
when they travel to the College of
San Mateo.
The Bulldogs are co-favorites to
win the Golden Gate Conference,
one of the toughest junior college
loops in the state.
"We are going to have our
hands full." coach Stan Morrison
predicted. "They have outstanding
individuals and good team speed."
The Spurts will still be without
6-10 center Coby Diet rick, His
sprained ankle should be mended
for the junior varsity game next
M’esinesday, however.
The Bulldogs are 4-1 on the season, compared to SJS’ 1-1 tab.
CSM’s only loss was to the University of San Francisco freshmen, one of the two top frosh
clubs in the Bay Area.
Wednesday evening the Bulldogs
dumped the University of California at Berkeley frosts in double

FOR

SPARTAN DAILY-7

Strong Team?

ci, Gonzalez and Sermol have provided Menendez with starting talent while Manqueriz has been a
valuable asset in a reserve rule.
Henry Cstmacho. All -West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
first team selection, emerged as
the team’s highest scorer with 15
goals for the season. Junior Ed
’Storch tallied 16 times to gain
runnerup honors.
Goalie Frank Mangiola a second
team All-American last year, did
his usual commendable job.

,

in the
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42 c S. First St.

San Jose

klitio. open Mon.-Thurs. 12 a.m. to 12 p.m.
open Fri.Sat. 12 a.m. to 2 a.m.

MI
116

EP

BILL DEANE

3146 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
296-4360
3rd & SAN CARLOS
298-3060
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Newman Club, tonight through 3
p.m. Saturday. A retreat to Santa
Maria Del Mar at Santa Cruz will
he held. Today is the deadline for
signups. For reservations call the
Newman Center 295-1771.
Spartan Chi. 9 p.m. -1 a.m.. WG.
Mid-semester dance.
Roger Williams Fellowship, 8:15
p.m., 464 E. San Fernando St. John
Mayhew. freshman music major
will give a piano recital in the
sanctuary of the Grace Baptist
Church.
Campus Religious Council, 3:30
p.m., College Memorial Chapel. Important re-organization meeting.
Sigma Nu Tau. 7 p.m., Barbar
Franz’s in San Jose. Christmas
party and smock awards. Pot luck
dinner will he held.
All Foreign Language rtobs
7-12 p.m., Newman ("en
sponsored Christmas parij., dance
0 ii,P
and inte,11,1,it. ti
-

THE NATION’S
NEWEST,
BEST TASTING
DOUBLE-DECKER!

BIG

Dismay
The delicious doubleeleder
hamburger sandwich that’s
better than the best and
costs much less. Includes
two grilled patties of beef,
a slice of melted cheese,
zesty pickle, special savory
sauce on a tasty, toasted
double-decker bun!

300

ran
BARN

250 E. Santa Clara
at 6th)
Highway 9 & El Camino
in Sunnyvale

Job Interviews Council OK’s Carnival Center To Orient

:INTERVIEWS FOR TEACHERS
NIHON* Elementary (Milpitas).
Monday, I tee. 12, for element:: 1
ceeds to go to the Florence Flood
school teachitv, positions.
Relief Fund. Everyone is invited I
(Watsonville).
Valley
Pajaro
and admission is $1.
Tuestlas.. I tec. 13, for elemenittr.
SUNDAY
Ferris State College (Big Rapids,
Spartan Tri-C, 9:45 a.m. Seminar
Michigan). Wednesday, Dec. 14. tor
on "Spirit Baptism.- At 5:45 p.m.
college teaching jobs.
a ftrum will be held. Dec. 10, a
Ceres Unified (Ceres, near
at
Tri-C banquet for Christmas
Tuesday, Dec. 13, for
Holiday Inn in Sunnyvale is sched- Stocktont.
-year.
uled. Call 293-4911 for informa- elementary mid
tion.
MONDAY .SND TUESDAY
Iltilel, 11:30 a.m.. 141. "Lox and
Army Medical Specialist CorpoBagels Brunch." will be followed
ration. Majors in occupational
by a bowling party. For details
therapy, physical that apy, dietetics
call Mike Levin at 295-9559 or
or undergraduates in dietetics or
Reva Waxman at 294-4614.
occupational therapy who have
Grace Baptist Church. 5:45 p.m.,
completed their sophomore or ju10th and San Fernando. Dr. Rollo
nior year may apply for financial
May. author-psycholrvki :peaks at
aid. They are needed for dietetic
the Christmas Star Banquet.
internships and occupational theraPrice $2.
py affiliation.
Contra Costa County. Civil en.zineering and hydraulic engineering nutjors are needed in flood con11.01. water conservation and public
works.
Ray Chem Corporation. Chemisfor bassoon and
’ :,rtine
string trio by Dr. Wilson Coker, tr,y, industrial, mechanieal and
on ajor s
engineering
associate professor of music at chemical
S.J.S. was recently performed at the wanted as chemists, researchers
Parke-Bernet Galleries in Ness’ and developers, manufacturers, deYork City by the Boston Sym- signer,. and ajpenrisors.

In the second part of its meetyesterday, Student Council

breathed life into plans for a Winter Carnival by passing the legislative act to establish it Winter
Carnival Commit tee.
Council had to adjourn its meeting Wednesday for lack of a
quorum as numerous council members left the chambers to attend
a Blue Key banquet.
Yesterday’s meet in g nearly
didn’t get off the ground. At 2:45
p.m., when the meeting was scheduled to begin, nine representatives
were present, three short of a
quorum. Forty-five minutes later
the meeting began.
The amendments to the Hous-

N.Y. Group Plays
Prof’s ’Concertino’

phony Chamber Players. Sherman ’
It. the orchestra’s principal bassoonist. was the soloist.
The concert was the first of six
laing presented in New York City
I, ,. ehamber group which conf first chair members of the
Boston Symphony. The performance benefitted the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.
Dr. Coker composed the "Concertino" during the summer of
1959. when the work 55’: ti the
Roussevitskj Prize at the Berkeslar Nlaa center al Tangletvood.

EUROPE
’67

inc. tax
Round Trip
JUNE 13

From Paris
to San Jose:

SEPT. ICI

or

From San Jose
to London:
From Pari:
to San Jose:
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JUNE 17
SEPT. 4

Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS. Ext. 2562
at Home. 264-9275

4

Come in before vacation for
the best selection of new and
used typewriters.
Special student discounts

Modern Office Machines
124

E. San Fernando

293-5283

293-4588

Spartan Daily Classifieds
COLLEGE GIRL. t trn & board. $30 a UNAPPROVED MENS single rooms. MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
uth, baby-,
mothers helper. 269- Kitchen privileges and living room. 115 two bedroom apt. with three others. $35
,1080, Willow Glen area. 1/2 block to bus. S. 14th. 286-2704 after 6 p.m.
per month. Call 286-1401.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
-tit I. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers.
HOUSING 151
Home hair cuts repaired for $1.80. 58 S.
401 Sreet.
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3 FREE! 9 LP’s OF YOUR CHOICE. lin- bedroom, furnished apt. with two others.
k,.
u ulcha! ! ! Choose from $50 a rnontn. 511 utildies paid. 453 S.
by name artists in 10th or call 281 0969 before 12 noon.
cond for details. Rec.
t San Jose, 95103. FOR RENT, Larne 2 bedroom apartment
near S.15. Phone 295-3476 or 266-0117.
niter
v." f vi’ v ivirt
EUROrE TWA
A ;
r ;
15, I rye

LARGE ONE bedroom apartment. Carpet, drapes. built-ins, pool, garage.
washer & dryer. 2 miles from State, near
stadium. Furnished. $120; unfurnished,
$95. 793 5366. 651 Nordale.

E

(z
,

soe.

’65 HONDA DREAM 300. B . Not a
I’’’ r n..hine but p.erny of pee. Evneltent
’ion. $500 or bed offer. 241-9062
’55 CHEVY, 4 door sedan, Go-u4 motor.
Radio. Asking $125 or offer. Call 294.
9224.
’61 VW. Peri,I r. -.linen. New bettery,
tires, seat b... S"ll. Prof. RendAhl, E.t
2620, F.O. 77". 3t :! ’4.
R/H
.er $400
New ivr-’
184 S. I vn 2o1, 1460,_
MGA, BLACK, vinyl k . p end slid:
side curtains. $150. Call Jim at 286-3405.
Also here sick side curtains.
’66 MG MIDGET. Has all accessories
$300 for equity ard take over payment,
cif $48 for merit,. 734 0541.
nvvvr7.1.
’66 HorinA DREAM 300. "...!00
, : .te Hy, $ vi
v
0
..
’63 VW.

’

LOST FRIDAY, gobt pen marked Air
France. Please return to A. Reynolds,
H.11! 212, Rewsrd.

p.

II

PERSONALS (7)
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Origin’s, jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larirnore. 354-1273.
WILL BUY MI29 notes (Fowler). Cell
292.6458.
SERVICES IS;
21 8, MARRIED Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle, 244-9600,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 35c a page. 25134335.
TYPING. Pica Electric, Work guaranteed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Ascr

etv.. v :

III JUST Vill51.1 1 HAP -WE

TO TAKE HALF
AROUND HEM .V17 LIKE TO TAKE

-r44

TYPING in my home. Evperienced, dependable, reasonable. Phone 294-1313.

COLIR5E5

LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
, Sport Parachuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport, Bldg. 727. 569-5358.

FOR SALE 13)
WOOD LATHE, $15, Radial Drill Pres.
I 32- industrial, $37.50. All new! 241.194:
or 292.0409.
PILO’ AM/FM Multiplex receiver, 3C
went stereo amp., 8- EV speakers & endl
New $350. $150 Of offer. 297.3967.
TAPE RECORDER. Soy 500A Stereo
130eAkers/rnikes. Like new. $250. Sterec
FM tuner. Pilot, 1808 ’4,-. $60. Botf
5300. 251-5476. Must sell immediately.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring, her
diamonds totali-g .32 , t in 14 kv
anora,serl 170,.
0,05 3067

k-,,a,
SKIS. I -p7ii-r-new Head 5-,riads
. ,
$100. 1 pajr Hart GnIerie II 7’
white .it’ b, ’dings. Aimost ra.
297 70 ’t
HOLLYWOOD BED ..,th ho ’,ter’,, 12
H it
,co & lamp, Sae t
,
ve r 292 4692
RECORDER.
AMPEX 1C70

, COMB,NATION TWIN

’re for two male stuohc,. $30 per per.

LOST. AHD /POUND (4)

oh7

Spartan Daily Classifieds

GIRL WANTED to share two bedroom
apt. wily three other girls. $41 per
me-qh. 545 S. 71h, Apt. 12. 295.1899.
LARGE CLEAN

’57 RANCHERO

v 79-

ROOM & BOARD. Good food. Quiet.
$22.50 per week. No smoking or drinking. 293-1311. 104 S. I31h,

THINKING OF MAKING A CHANGE/
OH campus. Delightful large room in an
TWO CONTRACTS tor sale, women’s interesting house. Beautiful neighborI .., -r spring semester.
hood. Kitchen, living room & laundry
t Bobbie, 795-9497.
I Mast .. ’I Cv
privileges. TV, library & sound lab. $50
por month. Call 295 5138 sbout every
two hours. In and out all day.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

_
A U Tom 0

.
’55 OLDS 98.

Here it is. December 2,1111 and she’s still on San Carlos Street!
indi’s Moonily and Daddy live in Newport Reach and who knows. she
might not make it home for Christmas.
She :tumid !may played a Cfus.sified .Id iii the Spartan Daily for a
ride home. Don’t he like poor Judi. Come in to ,120() any Monday
street corthrough Friday 9:30 a. m. to 3:30 p.m. and place your ad.
anyway!
Christmas
to
spend
ner isn’t a very nice !dare

294-4086

Typing improves the appearance of papers and allows
more time for revisions. Most
professors even require if.

035
’64 3.i3O HONDA SCRAMBLER.

POOR JUDI!

lkflie!1

52 S. ft It

Poor Grades are No Joke!

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

for holiday beauty. Phone
294-4086 for a fcstive hair.do
created especially for you.
.rt .
) SIC
’
Siy.e ,

Typewriters

which makes Ricardo’s
unique among Italian restaurants. Dine to pleasant
jazz sounds or lirely folk
singing six nights a week.
Experience Ricardo’s arty,
colorful surroundings and
enjoy the finest of Italian
dinners.

SI &INIFAL JOBS WITH U.S.
FORF:ST SEIL% lIE
Positions ao fir ideventen, forestry aids, surveine aids, laborers.
cooks and elm ks are open with
preference to students majoring in
forestry, civil engineering or closely related ma tors or others.
Wages vary from $1.75 to 62.88
per hour. Students should mail
Standatd Form 60 to the specific
Nation:II Forest where they would
like I., work. U.S. citizenship is
Ilthli1711.1111 1igi is 18.
ref H’’’

"Discovering San Francisco,- an
orientation program for foreign
students and international visitors,
to lie presented during the Christmas holidays, has been announced
by the International Hospitality
Center of the Bay Area.
The program, given daily at the
center, includes Christmas dinner
with a San Francisco family, ’tarties, sightseeing material and restaurant information.
Interested persons are asked to
contact the cent(. as 55 Grant
Ave., San Francisco.

FEATURING:
A Venetian atmosphere

o,

$399
From San Jose
to London.

ing Act, whieh was sent into third
reading I final voting I last week,
back onto the floor
were It’: Lug!
by a majority vote, and then immediately sent to the External
Policy Committee for discussion.
Bills proposing an Editorial
Board and an Editorial Advisory
Board for the Spartan Daily were
held in committee one more week.
By a 9-1-0 vote, council passed
a legislativeresolution recommending that Pres. Clark not cooperate with the House Un-American Activities Committee in releasing names of leaders and members
of student groups protesting the
war in Viet Nam. Dean of Students, Stanley Beni., was present
I:: answer Council’s inquiries.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Nights a Week

Ignore Legal Shp,
State Asks Court

444st

Foreign Students

During Special Session
ing

PLAN A HEAD...

,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
fLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum I
Three lines One
One time

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

time

Three times Five times

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25

3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

each additional line

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
tor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

o Announcements (I)
[3 Automotive (2)
o For Sale (3)

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

SALESMEN: Need Christmas Tree salesmen & lot managers to work on rommis.
soon. Pay is evrellent. Apply in parson
after Nov. 75 at MrClandless
& up Christmas Tree lot on Story Road,
t
It./.

QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reasonable rates. Call 269-2953,
WILL DO TYPING. Fast ad Accurate.
r, Reasonable rates.

TRANSPORTATION 19/
3IDERS. Non.stor to Snob East town.
.412 round trip. Lnavjng Doc. 16. 150
Ischman Aye., Los Gatos.

To place an ad:
at

Call

O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
O Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Classified Adv. Office

-

J206

Daily

9:30 a.m.

o

Name

TYPING in my home. Fast, eccdrate. Call
793-6052 or 294-3556.

Add this

amount for

1,9

HELP WANTED 141

FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my home.
I.B.M. Electric. Themes, thesis, what have
jou? Call 371.1399.

Phone

For

doss.

Start ad on
Enclosed Is I

3:50 p.m.

Send in handy order blank.
cash or check. Make check
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

Address
(Please Print)

City

-

(Date)

Phone 294-6414,

Ext. 14615

Enclose
out to

1

